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Introduction
The communication workplan for 2012-13 details our main areas of work and sets out how
we will work towards achieving the objectives of the communications strategy.
The communications department is both proactive and reactive in its work and requirements
may change, particularly in light of business needs. Significant issues may arise during the
course of the year and the department will need to be flexible in the delivery of its workplan in
order to respond accordingly.

This document
This document is divided into several sections. It details our resources as well as our
priorities for the year and how our activities link to the communication objectives set out in
the communication strategy.
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Communications Department
The communications department consists of ten employees as follows:
Susan Carini
Lizzie Dowd
Ebony Gayle
Tony Glazier
Samantha Herelle
Jonathan Jones
Daniel Knight
Jacqueline Ladds
Amy Morgan
Sarah Oliver
Mark Potter

Events Manager
Communication Officer - Stakeholder Communications
Media and PR Manager
Web Manager
Communications Officer - Events
Publishing Manager
Communications Officer - Publishing
Director of Communications
Communications Officer - Media and PR
PA to the Director of Communications (shared with the Director of
Policy and Standards)
Stakeholder Communications Manager

The Director of Communications is responsible for the overall management of the team, the
day to day running of the department, the development of the strategy and workplan and the
development and implementation of communication plans for organisation-wide activities.
The Events Manager organises all the HPC’s internal and external events, particularly the
Meet the HPC events (formerly Listening Events), our attendance at exhibitions, all employee
training awayday and the co-ordination of the external presentation and talks programme.
The Communications Officer - Events supports this role and is responsible for undertaking
venue searches, logging attendance at HPC events, liaising with conference organisers and
booking travel as well as organising the all employee meetings and all employee events.
The Media and PR Manager is responsible for the implementation of the organisation’s
media handling strategy, social media strategy, communications crisis strategy and for the
execution of campaigns. This includes public information campaigns, targeted media and PR
campaigns, advertising and protection of title campaigns as well as responsibility for
managing the media regarding high profile FTP cases, general HPC news and all media
activity for new professions joining the HPC Register. The communications officer supports
this role and undertakes media monitoring, production of evaluation reports, the FTP media
work as well as leading on specific projects related to the campaigns work.
The Web Manager is responsible for maintaining and developing the HPC website, the
hpcheck microsite as well as the Council extranet and employee intranet.
The Publishing Manager leads on all aspects of the publications process, including the visual
identity and house style, provides support to departments in the production of publications
and produces the registrant-facing HPC In Focus newsletter. The Communications Officer Publishing supports this role and provides support to the Web Manager. The Officer
produces the employee facing HPC Update e-newsletter, monitors the publications inbox and
responds to requests for publications and public information materials.
The Stakeholder Communications Manager and the Communications Officer – Stakeholder
Communications are responsible for developing and co-ordinating communications with a
range of stakeholders and opinion formers, particularly government, professional bodies,
employers and other key stakeholders. This includes our attendance at a range of
stakeholder conferences, structured stakeholder visits to Wales, Northern Ireland and
Scotland, participation in the Health Hotel at the three main party political conferences,
attendance at the devolved administration party political conferences and the HPC’s
employer events.
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Priorities, issues and key messages for 2012-13
The priorities for 2012-13 build on those of the previous financial year and respond to the
HPC’s opinion polling and market research undertaken in previous years.
The workplan also sets out communications activities for key organisational issues which
includes preparation for the transfer of the social work register (England) from the GSCC, the
organisation’s name change, registration renewals including online registration, our cpd audit
requirements and encouraging registrants to sign up to direct debits. It also takes account of
the impact of the Government Command Paper which was published in February 2011, in
particular the regulation of practitioners of traditional Chinese medicine and herbalists as well
as the policy development of voluntary registers for social care workers in adult settings.
Registrants
Key messages to communicate to registrants this financial year include the ongoing need to
communicate the CPD standards and audit requirements, registration renewals (particularly
online and direct debits) and the importance of regulation as well as informing registrants
about our relationship with the professional bodies. Ensuring registrants know about our
public information campaigns is also key, not only because it helps to raise awareness, but
also because being seen to do so is another way of raising our ‘credibility’ with registrants.
Areas of the workplan which address these issues include our continued UK-wide talks and
presentations, the content of our Meet the HPC events, media work with the professional
journals, the implementation of our social media work, our presence at profession-specific
conferences and stakeholder work with employers and professional bodies.
Key stakeholders
Feedback from previous opinion polling has been generally positive, with good feedback
from key stakeholders about the organisation generally. Many believed we are going in the
right direction, and that the way forward is for HPC to regulate more professions.
Interestingly here, as with registrants, work with the public was emphasised as a key part of
our future work, and a way to ensure we are seen by key stakeholders to be fulfilling our role.
This group of stakeholders also emphasised the need to communicate more with registrants
to promote the benefit of regulation and understanding of the HPC.
The workplan addresses these areas through the public information campaigns and
stakeholder work. In particular, the work outlined for the coming year with professional
bodies, employers, and other stakeholder groups, will be important.
Members of the public
There continues to be a need to do more to raise awareness with this group, in particular our
work needs to be targeted to make the most effective use of our available resource.
The workplan addresses these areas through the public information campaigns work,
particularly the ongoing dissemination of public information materials, increasing our
presence on the internet, the implementation of our social media work, ongoing directory
advertising and google adwords as well as a protection of title campaign.
Issues and priorities conclusion
Our focus for 2012 – 2013 will be the work we will need to undertake to communicate with all
our stakeholder groups about the transfer of social workers onto the HPC Register as well as
the proposed name change. We will continue to raise awareness amongst the public of the
HPC and its role and the importance of using a registered health professional. We will also
continue to focus on our communications with registrants, in particular promoting the benefits
of registration, explaining our registration renewal requirements and the CPD audits.
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Achieving the communication objectives in 2012-13
In 2012-13, our key communication objectives will be to:
1. Engage with registrants to increase understanding of the benefits of regulation, the work
of Council and what is required of them
2. Extend engagement with the public through improved access to information about the
HPC
3. Increase awareness of HPC’s role in regulation amongst all stakeholder audiences
4. Engage with employers, government, educators, professional bodies and other regulators
5. Continue to build relationships and increase understanding through meetings with
stakeholders in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
6. Continue to participate in UK and international regulatory forums
7. Ensure employees are informed and updated on all key organisational activities
We will also undertake activities in support of HPC operational functions to:
8. Provide communications expertise to other HPC departments

A summary of our approach to achieving the communication objectives is set out in the table
on the following pages.
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What will we do
1

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Engage with registrants to increase
understanding of the benefits of
regulation, the work of HPC and what is
required of them
a) support registration renewals and cpd
audit process, including the promotion of
online renewal and direct debit sign up
Liaise with registration department and
professional bodies and agree plans of
action per registration group
Implement agreed communications plan

MP/LD

According to
renewal cycle

MP/LD

To commence
in advance of
renewal cycle

b) provide access to HPC standards,
guidance and publications

Registration renewal process
communicated successfully for each
profession
• Programme of work agreed
•

Plan written and implemented

HPC publications readily available
Copies available at HPC events and
professional conferences

SC

Staff available to answer questions at HPC
events and external conferences

SC

Publish regular policy articles in In Focus

JJ

Ensure copies of all standards, guidance
and publications available on line and hard
copies distributed to practitioners on request

DK

According to
events
schedule
According to
events
schedule
At regular
intervals
Response
within three
working days

c) promote ‘HPC-registered’ status

February 2011

Outcomes and measures

•

Sufficient copies available

•
•
•

Staff available
Positive feedback (through
evaluation report)
Articles published

•
•
•

Monthly stock take
Audit response times
Monitor requests / downloads

Work with professional bodies to promote to
private sector/independent practitioners
Distribute guidance leaflet through public
information packs, at events and on request
HPC-registered guidance leaflet at all HPC
events and external exhibitions
Undertake weekly registration logo checks

MP

Ongoing

Increased number of registrants
using the registration logo
• Number of meetings/contact

DK

Ongoing

•

SC

•

DK

According to
event schedule
Weekly

Monitor number of copies
distributed
Sufficient copies available

Ensure information added to all
presentations and talks

SC

Ongoing

•
•
•

Monitor visits to website
Monitor downloads
Information in presentations
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What will we do

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Outcomes and measures

MP

Ongoing

Increased understanding of benefits
of registration
• Number of meetings/contact

SC

According to
event schedule
Ongoing

d) promote ‘why your hpc registration
matters’
Work with professional bodies to promote
‘why your hpc registration matters’ guidance
Guidance leaflet at all HPC events and
external exhibitions
Ensure information added to all
presentations and talks

SC

e) promote HPC consultations

f) ensure information relevant to
registration available to all registrants

•

Sufficient copies available

•

Information in presentations

Write media releases and news stories for
all consultations
Provide briefings for HPC events and
external conferences
Publish articles in In Focus

EG

Consultation materials widely
available and response rates
monitored
• Media releases distributed

SC

•

JJ

•

Use social media channels to highlight
consultations

EG/AM

During
consultation
process

Facebook and Twitter pages at
beginning of consultation and one
month prior to close of consultation
Information widely available

EG

Ongoing

•
•
•
•
•
•

(see also 3a)
Issue media releases and write articles for
professional press
Information published in In Focus
Update all e-channels as required
Organise at least 4 meet the hpc events

JJ
TG/AM
SC

Ongoing
According to
events
schedule

Provide briefings for
speakers/panellists
Articles published

•

Releases issued
Articles published
Articles published
Channels updated
Events held
Up to date presentations and
briefings
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What will we do
2

Extend engagement with the public
through access to information about the
HPC
a) provide access to ‘is your health
professional registered’ information
materials

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Outcomes and measures
Increased awareness of the HPC
amongst the public

Distribute ‘is your health professional
registered’ leaflets through GP practices,
independent pharmacies and other third
party organisations
Respond to requests for copies within three
working days

AM

Q3/4

•
•

% pick up rate
Monitor number of leaflets
distributed

DK

Ongoing

•

Ensure sufficient copies available
through regular stock check
Monitor number of leaflets
distributed
Monitor response times

•
•

b) raise awareness through targeted
advertising in directories and online
c) Maintain HPC’s online presence on
relevant websites
d) Attend relevant public facing
conferences
e) Develop, extend and refresh
campaigns including older people ‘be
healthwise’, referrers and protection of
title broadcast campaigns
f) Develop service user engagement
activities

g) Improve access to the Register

Leaflet at all HPC events and external
conferences

SC/SH

Adverts agreed and placed

EG

According to
events
schedule
By end March

Ensure information correct, continue to
identify relevant websites
Research relevant conferences and ensure
attendance (see also 3d)
Develop and implement agree project plan

AM

By end March

SC/all

By end March

EG/AM

By end March

EG

By March

EG
JAL
TG
TG

Attend CHRE PPE network meetings and
implement associated joint working
Explore development of toolkit
Develop joint policy/communications project
to engage service users in review of SCPE
Develop android app
Increase visibility of Register and audience
pages within www.hpc-uk.org

•

•
•
•

Monitor number of leaflets
distributed
Ensure sufficient copies available
Number of adverts placed
Monitor readership
Monitor presence and accuracy of
information
Number of conferences attended
Number of contacts made
Plans agreed and implemented

By March
By March

•
•
•
•

Meetings attended
Joint work implemented
Toolkit researched and developed
Activity identified and implemented

By June
By May

•
•

App developed
Register and audience pages
accessible from home page

•
•
•
•
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What we will do
3

How we will do it

Lead

By when

Increase awareness of HPC’s role in
regulation amongst all stakeholders
a) through consumer and professional
media as well as online media channels

b) by providing information about the
HPC to stakeholder audiences through all
e-channels

c) by ensuring FtP hearings and their
outcomes are made public in accordance
with the HPC’s statutory responsibilities

d) by ensuring attendance at a range of
stakeholder conferences across the UK
e) by communicating Council decisions
to stakeholder audiences

Outcomes and measures
Increasing awareness of HPC’s role
amongst stakeholder groups
•

Releases issued

•

Meetings held where relevant

Daily

•

Early alert to issues

TG

As required

•
•

New pages uploaded
Web pages monitored

Maintain Facebook page
Maintain news releases on RSS and Twitter
Maintain HPC information on LinkedIn
Maintain HPC blog

EG/AM
EG/AM
EG/AM
EG

•
•
•
•

Up to date information
Releases and information released
Information uploaded
Blog pieces uploaded

Monitor social media channels and respond
as required

AM

At least weekly
At least weekly
At least weekly
At least
monthly
Daily

•

Early alert to issues

Issue weekly media alerts

AM

Weekly

•

Media alerts produced

Respond to journalist’s queries and liaise
with journalists at hearings
Issue media releases where the outcome is
strike off or suspension
Manage media handling for high profile
cases
Identify relevant conferences and coordinate attendance by HPC
representatives
Write and issue news story or press release
where required
Council update included in HPC Update
Employers, professional bodies,
government updated where relevant
Information uploaded to Facebook, HPC
blog and Twitter

EG/AM

Ongoing

•

AM

Ongoing

•

Requests responded to in a timely
manner
Releases issued

EG/AM

As required

•

Liaison with journalists

SC

Ongoing

EG

As required

•
•
•
•

Number attended
Implementation of process
Details uploaded to schedule
Release approved and issued

DK
MP

Six issues
As required

•
•

Article written and published
Stakeholders updated

EG/AM

At each Council
meeting

•

Pages updated

Produce media releases for all key
organisational decisions
Develop contact programme with journalists
as required
Monitor media daily

EG

EG/AM

Ensure content of web pages is relevant
and up to date

Within 48 hours
of decision

EG
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f) through communications work in
preparation for the transfer of the social
work register (England) from the GSCC

g) through communications work
associated with 2011 Command Paper eg
herbalists, voluntary registers and adult
social care workforce

h) through communicating practitioner
psychologist grandparenting process to
relevant stakeholders

Participate in internal project group

JL

•

Meetings attended

Develop communications plan
Implement agreed communications plan
Monitor media and respond where
appropriate

JL
JL/all
EG/AM

•
•
•
•

Plan written and agreed
Plan implemented
Monitored daily
Articles written and submitted as
required
Position statements written as
required
Daily monitoring
Respond as required
Meetings held
Ensure relevant employees updated
Project plan developed and
implemented

•
Undertake parliamentary, stakeholder and
media monitoring
Ensure liaison with relevant stakeholders as
required
Implement agreed plan

AM/LD
MP
MP/EG

By July 2012

•
•
•
•
•
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What will we do
4

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Outcomes and measures

Engage with employers, government,
professional bodies and other regulators

Profile of HPC regulatory agenda
raised

a) Strengthen relationships and increase
understanding with government

Relationships strengthened

b) Strengthen relationships and increase
understanding with professional bodies

Monitor UK parliament and European
Commission

MP/LD

Ongoing

•
•

Monitored daily
Awareness of key issues

Provide support for meetings with
parliamentarians where relevant
Provide written briefings for face to face
meetings and for organisational issues as
required
Monitor relevant Committee activities and
arrange attendance where relevant

MP/LD

Ongoing

•

Number of contacts made

MP/LD

Ongoing

•

Timely briefings provided

MP/LD

Ongoing

•
•

Monitor issues raised
Number of committees attended

Prepare for and participate in Health Hotel
activities at the main political party
conferences
Maintain presence on e-Politix.com

MP/LD

By end October

LD

Updated
monthly
By year end

•
•
•
•

Number of conferences attended
Number of contacts made
Fringe attendance
Up to date

•
•

Conferences attended
Number of contacts made

Arrange attendance at relevant political
party conferences in Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales
(see also 1a)

MP/LD

Support annual CEO and Chair meetings
In collaboration with other departments
liaise with professional bodies on current
issues

MP
MP

Relationships strengthened
Dates required
By year end

c) Increase engagement with employers
Arrange at least 2 UK wide employer events

MP/SC

By year end

Explore possibility and secure, if
appropriate, publication of regular news in
employer journals

MP/LD

By year end

•
•
•

Meetings attended
Presentations given
Departments supported

Increasing awareness of HPC’s role
amongst employer groups
• Events held
• Positive feedback received (through
feedback forms)
• Articles published
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What will we do

5

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Outcomes and measures

Update employer section of the website
Ensure relevant HPC representation at
conferences

LD
MP/SC

Ongoing
By year end

•
•

Continue to build relationships and
increase understanding through
meetings with stakeholders in England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland

Relationships strengthened and
improved understanding of HPC’s
regulatory role
Undertake at least two structured
stakeholder visits to Wales, Northern Ireland
and Scotland
Support annual meetings with Health
Departments in Scotland, Northern Ireland
and Wales
Participation in relevant stakeholder
conferences (see also 3d)
Map stakeholder audiences and begin to
develop stakeholder strategy

6

Section updated
Conferences attended

MP

By year end

•

Visits completed

MP/LD

By year end

•
•

Meetings attended
Briefings provided

MP/LD

Ongoing

MP

By year end

•
•
•
•

Conferences identified
HPC presence achieved
Stakeholder mapping completed
Strategy written

Continue to participate in UK and
international regulatory forums
Develop relationships with other Regulators
and CHRE

All

Ongoing

Undertake at least two structured
stakeholder visits to Europe
Maintain membership and participate in
AURE and BMA European meetings and
others where relevant
Support Executive as a members of CLEAR
and INPTRA

MP

By year end

HPC presence at relevant fora and
contribution recognised
• Participation in projects
• Meetings attended
• Participation in conferences
• Visit completed

MP

By year end

•

HPC represented and present at
relevant networks

MP

By year end

•

HPC represented at relevant
network
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What will we do
7

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Ensure employees informed and updated
on all key organisational activities

Outcomes and measures
Employees informed of key
organisational issues

Organise six all employee briefings

SH

Organise annual all employee training
awayday
Produce 12 editions of HPC Update
Produce weekly Issues Brief
Maintain intranet

SC
DK
LD
TG

Plan and deploy upgrades to intranet

TG

Increase news stories and posts for intranet
Arrange two ‘meeting colleagues’ events

All
SH

As events
schedule
May 2012

•

Meetings organised

•

Awayday planned and held

Monthly
Weekly
At least
monthly
According to
web schedule
At least weekly
July and
December

•
•
•

12 editions published
Issued weekly
Up to date intranet

•

Deployment completed

•
•

News stories uploaded
Meetings held
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Activities in support of HPC operational functions
What will we do
8

How will we do it

Lead

By when

Provide communications expertise to
other HPC departments

Outcomes and measures
Colleagues satisfied with support
given
•

Plans developed

JJ

•
•
•
•

Media liaison provided
Lines to take written
Briefing produced
High quality publications

JJ
SC/SH
TG

•
•
•

Publication schedule produced
Advice given
Advice given

•

Web deployments completed

Develop communication plans for
organisation-wide projects
Manage media requests for interviews,
quotes and information

JAL

Respond to requests for advice on content
and format of HPC publications
Plan and implement publications process
Respond to requests for event organisation
Provide advice on web page development
for departments
Plan and deploy upgrades to the website

Per project

EG

TG

October 2012
and January
2013
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Monitoring and evaluating the communications workplan
The activities in the communications workplan will be continuously monitored by the communications
department and progress against the plan will be reported to the Communications Committee.
A more detailed approach to measurement and evaluation is set out in the communications strategy
2012 – 2013. The table above also details how we will monitor progress.

February 2011
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2013 - 2014
Beyond the financial year 2012 – 2013, there are further objectives for our communications work, and
these are set out below:
•

Further communications work with service users will continue to be important, particularly
building on the public information communication work we have done.

•

Extending regulation to groups of new professions will continue to be important, particularly in the
light of the government’s intentions as stated in the 2010 report ‘Liberating the NHS: report of the
arms-length bodies’ and the 2011 Command Paper. Communications activities will continue to
play a vital role, particularly with professional bodies, future registrants and with members of the
public.

•

Raising the HPC’s profile in the four nations will continue to be an important focus for our work.

•

Continuing to raise HPC’s profile outside the UK, particularly with key audiences in the European
Union, will also be a key future objective. Building on the various pieces of work already
undertaken across the organisation, including by the Chief Executive, the Policy and Standards
Department, and the Registration Department, it will be important to be involved in future pieces
of European legislation at an early stage, in order to influence how they progress.
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Risk
Key organisational risks which have been identified are set out in the Risk Register. The Register
identifies the risk and the key mitigations and is regularly reviewed by the Executive Management Team
and the Audit Committee.
The key risks for the HPC which relate to the Communications department are (see appendix 1):
I.
II.
III.
IV.

failure to inform public (Article 3(13) of the HPO 2001)
loss of support from key stakeholders including professional bodies, employers and government
inability to inform stakeholders following crisis
and failure to inform registrants (Article 3(13) of the HPO 2001)

The management of these risks is inherent through the whole of the Communications strategy and
workplan, but particularly through:
Public information campaigns, media work and the website
These activities, including directory advertising, google adwords, dissemination of public information
materials, the registration logo and the public information campaigns as well as ongoing media work,
help to inform the public and also help to raise our profile with the professional bodies. Likewise, the
effective maintenance of the website, including the ability to update it remotely, helps to mitigate the risk
of not being able to communicate with stakeholders after a crisis.
Stakeholder activities
This area of activity is important in indirectly raising our profile with the public, but particularly important
in developing our relationships with key stakeholders. The annual meeting with representatives from
professional bodies is crucial in understanding their issues and our ability to respond. It also provides a
focus for our communications work. Joint working with professional bodies on key organisational issues,
for example communicating our registration renewal and cpd audit requirements is also important in
maintaining relationships and helps mitigate the risk of failing to inform registrants of our requirements.
Similarly, our work with employers enables us to develop relationships and ensure that employers
understand our requirements of their employees.
Registrant communications
This area of work is vital to enable registrants understand their responsibilities and our requirements of
them. It includes making the standards freely available across a range of media, information about
registration in the registrant facing newsletter, HPC In Focus, face to face contact through ‘Meet the
HPC’ events and having a presence at professional conferences and exhibitions.
Disaster Recovery Plan
Although not situated in Communications, the HPC’s approach to disaster recovery is an ongoing piece
of work, and the disaster recovery plan is regularly reviewed and updated. Through the Executive
Management Team, the Director of Communications contributes to its ongoing development, and this
provides an important safeguard against the risks posed to the organisation by any disaster occurring.
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Communications section of the Risk Register
Appended to this document.
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RISK ASSESSMENT January 2012

Communications

Ref

3

Category

Ref #

Communications

3.1

Failure to inform public Article 3
(13)

3.2

Loss of support from Key Stake
holders including professional
bodies, employers or government

3.3

Description

Links to 1.5
Inability to inform stakeholders
following crisis

Risk owner (primary
person responsible for
assessing and
managing the ongoing
risk)

Impact before
mitigations
January 2012

Likelihood before
mitigations
January 2012

Risk Score =
Impact x
Likelihood

Director of Comms

5

1

5

Director of Comms

5

3

15

Director of Comms

4

1

4

Mitigation I

Mitigation II

RISK score after
Mitigation
January 2012

RISK score after
Mitigation July
2011

-

Low

Low

Delivery of communications strategy.

Delivery of aspects of communications
workplan, specifically public information
campaigns, multi media advetising,
distribution of public information materials,
and web.

Delivery of communications strategy, supporting
the HPC strategy

Delivery of aspects of communications work
Quality of Operation procedures
plan, specifically stakeholder activities

Low

Low

Invoke Disaster Recovery Plan

Up to date Comms DR plan available

-

Low

Low

Quality of Operation procedures

Low

Low

Low

Low

3.4

Failure to inform Registrants
Article 3 (13)

Director of Comms

5

1

5

Delivery of communications strategy

Delivery of aspects of communications
workplan, specifically, Meet the HPC
events, campaigns, Registrant Newsletter,
Profesional media and conference
attendance . Publications and web.

3.5

Publication of material not
approved for release

Director of Comms

4

2

8

Delivery of communications plan

Adherence to operational plans (Social
Media planner)

20120120sADTSTRATRiskRegisterJan2012-FINAL - Communications tab
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